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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a car body
structure comprising a body bolster and a centre sill in-
tersecting therewith on an underframe, and is especially
applicable to such a structure in a railway vehicle. Spe-
cifically, the present invention relates to a car body struc-
ture having wires and pipes laid under the floor of the car
body.

Description of the related art

[0002] Recently, aluminium alloy materials having su-
perior extrusion performance, corrosion resistance and
weldability for use in railway vehicles have been devel-
oped. Along therewith, themainstreamof railway cars uti-
lize large-sizedmembers formed of aluminium alloy ef-
fectively, from viewpoints of weight reduction and ration-
alized production. Specifically, an underframe constitut-
ing a floor portion of the railway vehicle must bear a heavy
car-end compressive load, so a car body structure having
the underframe formed of hollow aluminium alloy extrud-
ed shape members (hereinafter referred to as hollow ex-
truded shape members) having advantageous strength
has been proposed. One example of such car body struc-
ture is disclosed for example in "Aluminum alloy and light-
weight car" (1990, issued by Japan Aluminum Federa-
tion) pages 308 and 320 through 368 (non-patent docu-
ment 1).
[0003] The car body is composed of side structures,
end structures, a roof structure and an underframe. The
underframe is composed of end sills disposed at both
longitudinal car ends, a centre sills connected to the end
sills and having couplers for connecting adjacent cars, a
body bolster for providing connection with a bogie which
is a travelling device of the railway car, a floor capable
of having seats and the like arranged thereon, and side
sills disposed on both width-direction ends of the car.
[0004] In order to bear the car-end compressive load
described above, a car body structure is formed by com-
bining the centre sills and body bolsters provided at both
longitudinal car body ends of the underframe so as to
have sufficient strength to bear the heavy load acting on
the car body via the couplers attached to the centre sill.
[0005] Japanese Utility Model Examined Publication
No. 57-56929 (patent document 1) discloses an example
of a car body structure in which a centre sill is welded to
a lower face plate of a hollow extruded shape member.
Further, the present applicant proposes in Japanese pat-
ent No. 3624527 (patent document 2) an underframe
manufacturing method which enables to efficiently man-
ufacture an underframe composed of a plurality of shape
members. Moreover, another example of a car body
structure in which a body bolster is welded to a lower

surface of the hollow extruded shape member is dis-
closed on page 308 of the above-mentioned non-patent
document 1.
[0006] Conventionally, various equipments such as
power systems, control systems and high-pressure air
systems are disposed in a crushed state under the floor
of railway vehicles. In such state, wires and pipes con-
nected to these equipments are arranged under the floor
of the car body, but especially in the area near the bogie,
it is difficult to ensure sufficient space for arranging these
wires and pipes. Penetration pipes for collectively arrang-
ing wires and pipes are efficient means for simplifying
the underfloor structure. Currently, penetration pipes are
disposed in body bolsters to enable wires and pipes to
be laid therethrough, but such arrangement lacks to con-
sider any solution to drawbacks such as the deterioration
of strength of the body bolsters and increase in the
number of components.
[0007] FIGS. 14 through 16 illustrate one example of
a prior art car body structure. FIG. 14 is a bottom view
of a prior art car body structure, and FIGS. 15 and 16 are
cross-sectional views taken at E-E and F-F of the car
body structure of FIG. 14. The illustrated car body struc-
ture has two centre sills 7 and 7 arranged side by side in
the width direction of the car body. In an underframe 1,
reference 2 denotes the floor, reference 3 denotes side
sills, reference 4 denotes end sills, reference 5 denotes
body bolster, reference 6 denotes air spring supports,
reference 8 denotes coupler supports, and reference 9
denotes antirolling device supports. A centre pin support
20 is disposed on the lower surface of the body bolster
5. An antirolling device is a device for suppressing the
rolling vibration of the car body, which is attached be-
tween the car body and the bogie. On the lower surface
of the floor 2 of the underframe 1 are arranged wires and
pipes 11 extending in the longitudinal direction of the car
body connecting the ends of the car body and the centre
of the car body, and the wires and pipes 11 must be
passed through the body bolster 5 extending in the width
direction of the car body so as not to take up much space
in the height direction of the car body by being arranged
in a straight line. The wires and pipes 11 are arranged
to pass through penetration pipes 15 disposed independ-
ently in the body bolster 5. Especially, the body bolster
5 having antirolling device supports 9 receiving large load
from the antirolling device must have high rigidity and
high strength. According to the above reason, it is not
preferable to form openings on the body bolster 5, but
by disposing penetration pipes 15, the rigidity and
strength of the body bolster 5 is deteriorated. The rigidity
of the body bolster 5 is further deteriorated as the number
of penetration pipes 15 increases, and the strength of
the body bolster 5 is deteriorated greatly as the position
of penetration pipes 15 becomes closer to the antirolling
device supports 9. Various reinforcement members must
be disposed to ensure the rigidity and strength of the
body bolster 5 to compensate for the deterioration of ri-
gidity and strength of the body bolster 5 by disposing
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penetration pipes 15, which increases the number of
components, complicates the underfloor structure, takes
up much underfloor height and raises the manufacturing
costs of the car body.
[0008] US-A-2504113 describes an underframe for a
railway car having, at each longitudinal end, a centre sill
portion and a bolster beam. The centre sill portion inter-
sects the bolster beam, from the car end side to the car
centre side. US-A-2132232 shows a similar structure.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The object of the present invention is to provide
a car body structure having various equipments and
wires or pipes connected thereto arranged under the floor
of a car body, capable of solving the problem of the prior
art car body structure such as the increase in the number
of components and increase of manufacturing costs of
the car body, and facilitating the laying process of wires
and pipes through the body bolster without deteriorating
the rigidity of the body bolster, and thereby effectively
ensuring the rigidity and strength of the body bolster.
[0010] In order to solve the problems of the prior art,
the car body structure according to the present invention
comprises a body bolster disposed on an underframe in
a width-direction of the car body, and a centre sill inter-
secting with the body bolster and extending in a longitu-
dinal direction of the car body toward a car end side of
the car body, wherein the centre sill has an intersection
portion that intersects with the body bolster by penetrat-
ing the body bolster from the car end side to the centre
side of the car body, and the intersection portion of the
centre sill is composed of a square pipe member having
a bulkhead that extends along a diagonal line within a
cross-section orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of
the centre sill.
[0011] The car body structure according to the present
invention comprises an intersection portion in which the
centre sill penetrates through and intersects with the
body bolster, and the inner space of the intersection por-
tion is used as a penetration portion through which wires
and pipes are laid. According to the present arrangement,
there is no need to provide conventional penetrating
pipes dedicated to passing through wires and pipes, and
since the load acting on antirolling device supports is
borne by the bulkhead extending along a diagonal line
within the interior of the centre sill, there is no need to
provide reinforcement members for ensuring the rigidity
and strength of the body bolster or to increase the plate
thickness of the centre sill.
[0012] According to the car body structure of the
present invention having an intersection portion in which
the centre sill penetrates through and intersects with the
body bolster, the inner space of the intersection portion
being used as a penetration portion through which wires
and pipes are laid, there is no need to provide conven-
tional penetrating pipes dedicated to passing through
wires and pipes, and since the load acting on antirolling

device supports is borne by the bulkhead extended along
a diagonal line within the interior of the centre sill, there
is no need to provide reinforcement members for ensur-
ing the rigidity and strength of the body bolster or to in-
crease the plate thickness of the centre sill. Therefore,
the present invention enables to facilitate the process of
laying wires and pipes through the body bolster and to
overcome the drawbacks of the prior art car body struc-
ture such as the increase in the number of components
and increase of manufacturing costs, and to ensure the
rigidity and strength of the body bolster effectively.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a bottom view showing one preferred em-
bodiment of a car body structure according to the
present invention;
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken at A-A of the
car body structure illustrated in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken at B-B of the
car body structure illustrated in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view taken at A-A of an
underframe of a car body structure not according to
the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a deformation diagram (view G) of the car
body structure illustrated in FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a deformation diagram (view G) of the car
body structure illustrated in FIG. 2;
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view taken at A-A showing
another embodiment of a car body structure accord-
ing to the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view taken at A-A showing
another embodiment of a car body structure accord-
ing to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a bottom view showing another embodiment
of a car body structure according to the present in-
vention;
FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken at C-C of the
car body structure illustrated in FIG. 9;
FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view taken at D-D of the
car body structure illustrated in FIG. 9;
FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view taken at A-A show-
ing yet another embodiment of the car body structure
according to the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view taken at B-B show-
ing yet another embodiment of the car body structure
according to the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a bottom view of an underframe according
to a prior art car body structure;
FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view taken at E-E of the
car body structure illustrated in FIG. 14; and
FIG. 16 is a cross-sectional view taken at F-F of the
car body structure illustrated in FIG. 14.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0014] Now, the preferred embodiments of a car body
structure according to the present invention will be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings.
FIG. 1 is a bottom view showing one preferred embodi-
ment of a car body structure according to the present
invention (viewing a bottom side of the car body from the
side where the bogie is disposed), FIG. 2 is an A-A cross-
section of the car body structure shown in FIG. 1, and
FIG. 3 is a B-B cross-section of the car body structure
shown in FIG. 1. The car body structure illustrated in
FIGS. 1 through 3 includes two centre sills, similar to the
car body structure illustrated in FIGS. 14 through 16. FIG.
1 illustrates a car body structure in a partial view showing
one longitudinal end of the car body.
[0015] In the car body structure illustrated in FIGS. 1
through 3, the underframe 1 is composed of a floor 2
formed by arranging a plurality of members side by side
and welding them together in a flat plane, side sills 3
attached to both width-direction ends of the floor 2 of the
car body, end sills 4 attached to both longitudinal car
ends of the floor 2, and body bolsters 5 and centre sills
7 disposed on the lower surface of the floor 2. Although
not shown in detail, the floor 2 is formed by arranging a
plurality of members formed of hollow extruded shape
members so that their longitudinal direction corresponds
to the longitudinal direction of the car body, and welding
the width-direction ends of the adjacent members togeth-
er.
Normally, the floor 2 is joined together by welding upper
and lower surfaces, or both surfaces, of adjacent mem-
bers. Side sills 3 and 3 are arranged on both width-direc-
tion ends of the car body of the floor 2 along the longitu-
dinal direction of the car body. The side sills 3 are hollow
extruded shape members, and as shown in FIGS. 2 and
3, the perpendicular dimension thereof is greater than
that of the floor 2. The end sills 4 are arranged so that
their longitudinal directions correspond to the width-di-
rection of ongitudinal car ends of the floor 2.
[0016] The body bolster 5 is disposed toward the cen-
tre in the longitudinal direction of the car body at a pre-
determined distance from the end sill 4 on the lower sur-
face of the floor 2. The body bolster 5 is disposed at a
position in which the car body is supported via the bogie,
and extends to cover the whole length in the width direc-
tion of the car body between side sills 3 and 3. The body
bolster 5 has a predetermined width in the longitudinal
direction of the car body, and at both ends thereof are
disposed air spring supports 6 and 6. The weight of the
car body is supported by the bogie via air springs (not
shown) provided on the bogie at positions of the air spring
supports 6 and 6 disposed on the body bolster 5 placed
on the lower surface of the floor 2.
[0017] Two centre sills 7 and 7 are provided between
the end sill 4 and the body bolster 5 in a symmetric ar-
rangement with respect to the centre line in the width

direction of the car body so as to extend along the lon-
gitudinal direction of the car body. A coupler support 8 is
disposed at the longitudinal car endportion of the centre
sills 7 and 7 to which is attached a coupler (not shown)
for connecting adjacent cars together. The ends of the
centre sills 7 and 7 at the longitudinal centre side of the
car body are intersected with and connected to the body
bolster 5. The body bolster 5 has antirolling device sup-
ports 9 and 9 for fixing an antirolling device (not shown)
for suppressing the rolling vibration of the car body dis-
posed near the air spring supports 6 and 6, which in the
present example is in the space near the longitudinal car
centre-side of the air spring supports 6 and 6. The car
end compressive load received via the coupler is trans-
mitted via centre sills 7 and 7 supporting the coupler sup-
port 8 to the floor 2 and the body bolster 5 connected to
the centre sills 7 and 7.
[0018] According to the present embodiment, the cen-
tre sills 7 pass through and intersects with the body bol-
ster 5, forming a penetration portion 10 at the intersecting
portion with the body bolster 5. As shown in FIG. 2, the
centre sills 7 at the penetration portion 10 is formed of a
hollow extruded shape member having a rectangular
cross-section and having formed integrally in the interior
thereof a bulkhead 13 extended diagonally in the cross-
section orthogonal to the longitudinal direction. The bulk-
head 13 is disposed diagonally from the corner portion
7a of the centre sill 7 close to the centre of car width
adjacent to the floor 2 to a corner portion 7b close to the
end of car width on the opposite side thereof. In other
words, the inner space of the penetration portion 10 at
the intersection point between the centre sills 7 and the
body bolster 5 constitutes a space that communicates
the longitudinal car-end side and the longitudinal car-cen-
tre side of the body bolster 5. Then, by connecting the
plurality of separated body bolsters 5 and the centre sills
7 and 7, the body bolster can be formed to extend across
the whole length in the width direction of the car body.
According to this structure, the lines and pipes 11 ex-
tending in the longitudinal direction of the car body are
arranged in the hollow interior space of the centre sill 7
including the penetration portion 10. The side of the lon-
gitudinal car-centre portion of the penetration portion 10
is opened as an open end 12.
[0019] The upper surfaces of the body bolster 5 and
the centre sills 7 are attached to the lower surface of the
floor 2, and the corner portions 7a and 7a’ of the centre
sills 7 arranged on the floor 2 are attached close to the
intersection point of the surface plate 2a and the ribs 2b
of the hollow extruded shape member. In order to provide
a centre pin support 20 disposed across both lower sur-
faces of the body bolster 5 and the centre sills 7, the
thickness (dimension corresponding to the height direc-
tion of the car body) of the body bolster 5 and the thick-
ness (dimension corresponding to the height direction of
the car body) of the centre sills 7 are set equal to consti-
tute a flat plane. The above-illustrated arrangement in
which the centre sills 7 are penetrated through the body
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bolster 5 includes a state in which the body bolster 5 is
formed to extend across the whole length of the car body
in the width direction by connecting centre sills 7 and a
body bolster 5 having substantially the same thickness
so as to form a body bolster having a continuous plane
covering both the centre sills 7 and the body bolster 5
regardless of the perpendicular cross-sectional shape in
the longitudinal direction of the centre sills 7 or the
number thereof. According to the present embodiment,
each centre sill 7 excluding the penetration portion 10
has a U-shaped cross-section in which the centre sill 7
of the penetration portion 10 is extended with one side
wall and the bulkhead 13 removed therefrom. However,
it is possible to attach another member having a U-
shaped cross-section, a partially opened hollow cross-
section or an I-shaped cross-section to the centre sills 7
at the penetration portion 10. Further, even if the thick-
ness of the centre sills 7 (dimension in the car height
direction) is smaller than the thickness of the body bolster
5 (dimension in the car height direction), it becomes pos-
sible to form a penetration portion capable of passing
through wires and pipes 11 in the interior of the centre
sills 7 by adopting the above arrangement to the inter-
section point between the centre sills 7 and the body
bolster 5 as described above.
[0020] According to this arrangement, there is no need
to provide penetrating pipes dedicated to passing
through wires and pipes in the body bolster 5, so that the
number of components and the manufacturing costs can
be cut down. Furthermore, since the bulkhead 13 dis-
posed diagonally in the interior of the centre sills 7 in the
penetration portion 10 bears the load acting on the anti-
rolling device supports 9, there is no need to dispose
reinforcement members for ensuring the rigidity and
strength of the body bolster 5 or to increase the thickness
of the centre sills 7, according to which the rigidity and
strength of the body bolster 5 can be ensured effectively.
The principles of the above arrangement are described
as follows.
[0021] FIG. 4 shows a cross-sectional view taken at A-
A of a car body structure according to FIG. 1 in which no
bulkhead 13 is disposed in the interior of the centre sills
7 at the penetration portion 10, and FIG. 5 shows a de-
formed diagram (view G in FIG. 1) in which a load 14
from the antirolling device acts on the car body structure
shown in FIG. 4. The corner portions 7a’ and 7a’ of the
centre sills 7 attached to the floor 2are joined close to
the intersection point of the face plate 2a and ribs 2b of
the hollow extruded shape member constituting the floor
2. In order to suppress vibration when rolling vibration of
the car body occurs, a load acting toward the upper di-
rection is applied on one antirolling device support 9 and
a load acting toward the lower direction is applied on the
other antirolling device support 9. In other words, a shear
load in the thickness direction (car height direction) is
applied on floor 2, the body bolster 5, and the centre sills
7 at the penetration portions 10. At this time, the centre
sills 7 at the position of the penetration portions 10 having

a continuous hollow space in the longitudinal direction of
the car body cannot support the shear load sufficiently
and deform greatly via shear deformation, by which the
strength of the body bolster 5 disposed near the centre
sills is challenged. In order to overcome this problem, it
is necessary to dispose reinforcement members or to
increase the plate thickness of centre sills 7 at the pen-
etration portions 10, leading to the increase in the number
of components and increase of manufacturing costs. On
the other hand, FIG. 6 shows a deformation diagram in
which the load 14 from the antirolling device is applied
on the car body structure illustrated in FIG. 2. The bulk-
head 13 arranged at an angle close to 45 degrees which
is a principal stress direction with respect to the shear
load in the thickness direction (car height direction) effi-
ciently suppresses the shear deformation of the centre
sills 7 at the penetration portion 10. Further, since the
area close to the antirolling device supports 9 and the
area close to the intersection point between the face plate
2a and the ribs 2b of the hollow extruded shape member
of the floor 2 are connected via bulkheads 13, the load
14 from the antirolling device can be transmitted smooth-
ly to the floor 2. In other words, the rigidity and strength
of the body bolster 5 can be ensured effectively.
[0022] Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 3, the centre sills
7 at the area close to the longitudinal car-end side of the
body bolster 5 has a U-shaped cross-section, and the
wires and pipes 11 extended along the centre sills 7 are
drawn into the centre sills from the opened side of the U-
shaped cross-section, passed through the interior of the
centre sills 7 at the penetration portions 10, and extended
from the open end 12 (refer to FIG. 1) at the longitudinal
car-centre side of the penetration portion 10 to the lon-
gitudinal car-centre side of the underframe 1. In other
words, the wires and pipes 11 are passed through the
interior of the centre sills 7 at the penetration portion 10
and extended from the longitudinal car-end side of the
body bolster 5 to the longitudinal car-centre side thereof.
[0023] FIGS. 7 and 8 are views showing other embod-
iments of a car body structure according to the present
invention, which are A-A cross-sections of the car body
structure of FIG. 1. The embodiment illustrated in FIG. 7
has the bulkheads 13 of the centre sills 7 at the penetra-
tion portions 10 disposed along a diagonal line opposite
to that of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, and the em-
bodiment illustrated in FIG. 8 has the bulkheads 13 of
the centre sills 7 at the penetration portions 10 extend
along both diagonal lines. Both embodiments have sim-
ilar effects as the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 2.
[0024] FIGS. 9 through 11 illustrate a car body struc-
ture in which a single centre sill is disposed at the centre
in the width direction of the car body. FIG. 9 is a bottom
view of the car body structure having a single centre sill
disposed at the centre in the width direction of the car
body, and FIGS. 10 and 11 are cross-sectional views
taken at C-C and D-D of the car body structure shown in
FIG. 9. The car body structure illustrated in FIGS. 9
through 11 adopts the same structure as the car body
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structure illustrated in FIGS. 1 through 3 except for the
structure of the centre sill and the body bolster regarding
the centre sill, so the explanations on the components
equivalent to those in the car body structure of FIGS. 1
through 3 are omitted.
[0025] The underframe 1 illustrated in FIGS. 9 through
11 has a single centre sill 7 intersecting with a body bol-
ster 5 at the centre in the width direction of the car body.
The centre sill 7 penetrates the body bolster 5, and a
penetration portion 10 is formed at the intersection be-
tween the centre sill 7 and the body bolster 5. The centre
sill 7 at the penetration portion 10 is formed of a hollow
extruded shape member having a hollow rectangular
cross-section having formed integrally in the interior
thereof a bulkhead 13 extended from corner 7a to corner
7b along a diagonal line in a cross-section orthogonal to
the longitudinal direction of the centre sill. In other words,
the inner space of the penetration portion 10 at the inter-
section between the centre sill 7 and the body bolster 5
constitutes a space communicating the longitudinal car
end side and the longitudinal car centre side of the body
bolster 5. The centre sill 7 is welded to the body bolster
5 at the penetration portion 10. The wires and pipes 11
disposed to extend in the longitudinal direction of the car
body are passed through the hollow inner space of the
centre sill 7 including the penetration portion 10. The up-
per surfaces of the body bolster 5 and the centre sill 7
are attached to a lower surface of the floor 2, and the
corner portions 7a and 7a’ of the centre sill 7 adjacent to
the floor 2 are attached close to the intersection points
of the face plate 2a and the ribs 2b of the hollow extruded
shape member constituting the floor 2.
[0026] As illustrated in FIG. 11, the centre sill 7 dis-
posed near the longitudinal car end side of the body bol-
ster 5 has openings formed on both sides thereof, through
which the wires and pipes 11 arranged on the outer side
of the centre sill 7 enters and passes through the interior
of the centre sill 7 at the penetration portion 10, and ex-
tends through the opening end 12 at the longitudinal car-
centre side of the penetration portion 10 (refer to FIG. 9)
toward the longitudinal car-centre side of the underframe
1. In other words, the wires and pipes 11 are passed
through the inner side of the penetration portion 10 of the
centre sill 7 to extend from the longitudinal car-end side
of the body bolster 5 to the longitudinal car-centre side
thereof. Further according to the embodiment illustrated
in FIGS. 9 through 11, the bulkhead 13 is disposed only
along one diagonal line, but as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8
of the former embodiment, the bulkhead 13 can be dis-
posed along the other diagonal line or along both diag-
onal lines.
[0027] FIGS. 12 and 13 illustrate yet another embodi-
ment of the car body structure according to the present
invention, which are cross-sections taken at A-A and B-
B of FIG. 1. The underframe 1 illustrated in FIGS. 12 and
13 have the upper surfaces of the centre sills 7 and the
body bolster 5 disposed to constitute the same plane as
the face plate 2c of the floor 2, according to which the

floor portion of the railway car is composed of the centre
sills 7, the body bolster 5 and the floor 2. The car body
structure excluding the above arrangement is the same
as the car body structure of the embodiment illustrated
in FIGS. 1 through 3, so the detailed descriptions of the
components equivalent to the car body structure illustrat-
ed in FIGS. 1 through 3 are omitted.
[0028] The corner portions 7a and 7a’ of the centre sills
7 at the car width-direction centre side of the floor 2 are
welded to the face plate 2c of the floor 2, by which the
floor portion is formed. The upper surface of the body
bolster 5 at the longitudinal car-end side thereof is also
welded to the face plate 2c of the floor 2, by which the
floor portion is formed. Thereby, as illustrated in FIG. 12,
the whole cross-section perpendicular to the longitudinal
direction at the intersection of the centre sills 7 are formed
as penetration portions 10, having wires and pipes 11
disposed in the interior thereof.
[0029] Further, as shown in FIG. 13, the centre sills 7
at the position near the longitudinal car-end side of the
body bolster 5 has a U-shaped cross-section. The wires
and pipes 11 disposed to extend along the centre sills 7
are drawn into the interior of the centre sills 7 through
clearances 7c formed between the open surface of the
U-shaped cross-section of the centre sills 7 and the floor
2 close to the body bolster 5, passes through the interior
of the centre sills 7 at the penetration portions 10, and
extends through the open ends 12 at the longitudinal car-
centre side of the penetration portions 10 (refer to FIG.
1) toward the longitudinal car-centre side of the under-
frame 1. In other words, the wires and pipes 11 are
passed through the inner side of the penetration portions
10 of the centre sills 7 to extend from the longitudinal car-
end side of the body bolster 5 to the longitudinal car-
centre side thereof.
[0030] According to the present arrangement, there is
no need to provide penetrating pipes dedicated to pass-
ing wires and pipes through the body bolster 5, so that
the number of components and the manufacturing costs
can be cut down. Furthermore, since the bulkhead 13
extending diagonally in the interior of the centre sills 7 in
the penetration portion 10 bears the load acting on the
antirolling device supports 9, there is no need to dispose
reinforcement members for ensuring the rigidity and
strength of the body bolster 5 or to increase the thickness
of the centre sills 7, and the rigidity and strength of the
body bolster 5 can be ensured efficiently. In addition, the
thickness of the underframe 1 can be advantageously
reduced. Further, if the thickness of the underframe 1 is
equivalent to that of the car body structure illustrated in
FIG. 1, the space within the centre sills 7 at the position
of the penetration portions 10 can be widened in corre-
spondence to the thickness of the underframe 2, and the
amount of wires and pipes 11 passed through the centre
sills 7 at the penetration portions 10 can be increased
correspondingly.
[0031] If the height of the platform is small, the floor
height of the railway car must also be lowered. In a car
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having a low floor height, the thickness of the body bolster
(the dimension in the height direction of the car body)
tends to be small. Not a sufficient amount of wires and
pipes can be disposed by providing a penetrating pipe
to the body bolster extending in the longitudinal direction
of the car body, but according to the present invention,
a sufficient amount of wires and pipes can be disposed
through centre sills having sufficient cross-sectional
spaces. More wires and pipes can be disposed by using
both penetrating pipes and penetration portions in the
centre sills.

Claims

1. A car body structure having a body bolster (5) dis-
posed on an underframe (1) in a width-direction of
the car body, and a centre sill (7) intersecting the
body bolster (5) and extending in a longitudinal di-
rection of the car body toward an end side of the car
body; wherein
the centre sill (7) has an intersection portion (10) that
intersects the body bolster (5) by penetrating through
the body bolster (5) from the car end side to the car
centre side of the body bolster (5);
characterised in that
the intersection portion (10) of the centre sill (7) is
formed of a square pipe member having a bulkhead
(13) that extends along a diagonal line within a cross-
section orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the
centre sill (7).

2. The car body structure according to claim 1, wherein
the bulkhead (13) is disposed diagonally to one lower
side corner in the perpendicular direction of the
square pipe member from either one of an upper
side corner (7a) closer to a centre of width of the car
body or an upper side corner (7a) closer to an end
of width of the car body in the perpendicular direction
of the square pipe member.

3. The car body structure according to claim 1, wherein
the bulkhead is disposed from both perpendicular
upper side corners (7a, 7a) in the width direction of
the car body diagonally to both perpendicular lower
side corners (7b, 7b) in the width direction of the car
body

4. The car body structure according to any one of claims
1 through 3, wherein
wires and pipes (11) are passed through the inner
side of the square pipe member.

5. The car body structure according to claim 4, wherein
an opening is formed at a portion of the centre sill
(7) not intersecting with the body bolster (5) on any
one of the sides of the centre sill (7) excluding the
side facing the perpendicular upper direction.

6. The car body structure according to claim 5, wherein
wires and pipes (11) are drawn into the interior of
the square pipe member through said opening.

7. The car body structure according to claim 6, wherein
the portion of the centre sill (7) not intersecting with
the body bolster (5) is formed by processing the
square pipe member.

8. The car body structure according to any one of claims
1 through 3, wherein
twocentresills (7) are arranged side by side in the
width direction of the car body.

9. The car body structure according to any one of claims
1 through 3, wherein
a single centre sill (7) is arranged at a centre in the
width direction of the car body.

10. The car body structure according to any one of claims
1 through 3, wherein
the body bolster (5) is divided by the centre sill (7),
and the body bolster (5) is formed to extend across
the whole width-direction length of the car body by
joining the divided body bolsters (5) and the centre
sill (7) together.

11. The car body structure according to anyone of claims
1 through 3, wherein
the underframe floor (2) is formed of a hollow extrud-
ed shape member composed of two face plates (2a,
2c) and a plurality of ribs (2b) connecting the face
plates; and
the floor-side corner portion (7a, 7a’) of the square
pipe member
disposed perpendicularly below the underframe floor
(2) is positioned near an intersection point between
the face plate (2a) and the ribs (2c).

12. The car body structure according to any one of claims
1 through 3, wherein
upper surfaces of the centre sill (7) and the body
bolster (5) are arranged to be level with the face plate
(2c) of the underframe floor (2), and constitute a por-
tion of the underframe floor (2).

13. The car body structure according to claim 11, where-
in
a corner portion in the car width-direction of the cen-
tre sill (7) and a longitudinal car-end portion of the
body bolster (5) are welded to the face plate (2c) of
the underframe floor (2).

14. The car body structure according to any one of claims
1 through 3, wherein
air spring supports (6) and antirolling device supports
(9) are disposed at both car width-direction ends of
the body bolster (5).
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Patentansprüche

1. Wagenkastenstruktur mit einem Hauptquerträger
(5), der an einem Unterrahmen (1) in einer Breiten-
richtung des Wagenkastens angeordnet ist, und ei-
nem Mittenlangträger (7), der den Hauptquerträger
(5) kreuzt und in einer Längsrichtung des Wagenka-
stens in Richtung einer Endseite des Wagenkastens
verläuft; wobei
der Mittenlangträger (7) einen Kreuzungsabschnitt
(10) aufweist, der den Hauptquerträger (5) kreuzt,
indem er den Hauptquerträger (5) von der Wage-
nendseite zur Wagenmittenseite des Hauptträgers
(5) durchstößt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Kreuzungsabschnitt (10) des Mittenlangträgers
(7) aus einem Vierkantrohrelement mit einer Trenn-
wand (13) gebildet ist, die entlang einer Diagonallinie
innerhalb eines zur Längsrichtung des Mittenlang-
trägers (7) senkrechten Querschnitts verläuft.

2. Wagenkastenstruktur nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Trennwand (13) diagonal zu einer unteren Sei-
tenecke in der senkrechten Richtung des Vierkan-
trohrelements von beiden zur Mitte der Wagenka-
stenbreite näheren oberen Seitenecken (7a) in der
senkrechten Richtung des Vierkantrohrelements
oder von beiden zu einem Breitenende des Wagen-
kastens näheren oberen Seitenecke (7a) in der
senkrechten Richtung des Vierkantrohrelements an-
geordnet ist.

3. Wagenkastenstruktur nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Trennwand von beiden senkrechten oberen Sei-
tenecken (7a, 7a) in der Breitenrichtung des Wagen-
kastens diagonal zu beiden senkrechten unteren
Seitenecken (7b, 7b) in der Breitenrichtung des Wa-
genkastens angeordnet ist.

4. Wagenkastenstruktur nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei
Drähte und Rohre (11) durch das Innere des Vierk-
antrohrelements geführt werden.

5. Wagenkastenstruktur nach Anspruch 4, wobei eine
Öffnung an einem Abschnitt des Mittenlangträgers
(7) gebildet ist, der den Hauptquerträger (5) an einer
der Seiten des Mittenlangträgers (7) außer der Seite,
die der senkrechten Aufwärtsrichtung gegenüber-
steht, nicht kreuzt.

6. Wagenkastenstruktur nach Anspruch 5, wobei
Drähte und Rohre (11) durch die Öffnung in das In-
nere des Vierkantrohrelements gezogen werden.

7. Wagenkastenstruktur nach Anspruch 6, wobei
der Abschnitt des Mittenlangträgers (7), der den
Hauptquerträger (5) nicht kreuzt, durch Verarbeiten

des Vierkantrohrelements gebildet ist.

8. Wagenkastenstruktur nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3,
wobei zwei Mittenlangträger (7) Seite an Seite in der
Breitenrichtung des Wagenkastens angeordnet
sind.

9. Wagenkastenstruktur nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei
ein einzelner Mittenlangträger (7) mittig in der Brei-
tenrichtung des Wagenkastens angeordnet ist.

10. Wagenkastenstruktur nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei
der Hauptquerträger (5) durch den Mittenlangträger
(7) geteilt ist und der Hauptquerträger (5) dazu ge-
bildet ist, um über die ganze Breitenrichtungslänge
des Wagenkastens durch Verbinden der unterteilten
Hauptquerträger (5) und des Mittenlangträgers (7)
zu verlaufen.

11. Wagenkastenstruktur nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei
der Unterrahmenboden (2) aus einem hohlen extru-
dierten Formelement gebildet ist, das aus zwei Plan-
scheiben (2a, 2c) und mehreren die Planscheiben
verbindenden Rippen (2b) zusammengesetzt ist;
und
der bodenseitige Eckabschnitt (7a, 7a’) des senk-
recht unterhalb des Unterrahmenbodens (2) ange-
ordneten Vierkantrohrelements nahe eines Kreu-
zungspunkts zwischen der Planscheibe (2a) und
den Rippen (2c) positioniert ist.

12. Wagenkastenstruktur nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei
die oberen Flächen des Mittenlangträgers (7) und
des Hauptquerträgers (5) auf einem Niveau mit der
Planscheibe (2c) des Unterrahmenbodens (2) ange-
ordnet sind und einen Teil des Unterrahmenbodens
(2) erzeugen.

13. Wagenkastenstruktur nach Anspruch 11, wobei
ein Eckabschnitt in der Wagenbreitenrichtung des
Mittenlangträgers (7) und ein länglicher Wagenend-
abschnitt des Hauptquerträgers (5) an die Plan-
scheibe (2c) des Unterrahmenbodens (2) ange-
schweißt sind.

14. Wagenkastenstruktur nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei
Luftfederfassungen (6) und Schlingerdämpferfas-
sungen (9) an beiden Wagenbreitenrichtungsenden
des Hauptquerträgers (5) angeordnet sind.
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Revendications

1. Structure de caisse de voiture comportant une tra-
verse de caisse (5) disposée sur un sous-châssis
(1) dans le sens de la largeur de la caisse de voiture,
et une longrine centrale (7) qui croise la traverse de
caisse (5) et s’étend dans une direction longitudinale
de la caisse de voiture vers un côté d’extrémité de
la caisse de voiture, dans laquelle
la longrine centrale (7) présente une partie d’inter-
section (10) qui croise la traverse de caisse (5) en
pénétrant à travers la traverse de caisse (5) depuis
le côté d’extrémité de la voiture vers le côté central
de la voiture de la traverse de caisse (5), caractéri-
sée en ce que
la partie d’intersection (10) de la longrine centrale
est formée d’un élément de tube carré ayant une
cloison (13) qui s’étend le long d’une ligne diagonale
au sein d’une section transversale orthogonale à la
direction longitudinale de la longrine centrale (7).

2. Structure de caisse de voiture selon la revendication
1, dans laquelle
la cloison (13) est disposée diagonalement à un coin
de côté inférieur dans la direction perpendiculaire de
l’élément de tube carré à partir de l’un ou l’autre d’un
coin de côté supérieur (7a) plus proche d’un centre
de largeur de la caisse de voiture ou d’un coin de
côté supérieur (7a) plus proche d’une extrémité de
largeur de la caisse de voiture dans la direction per-
pendiculaire de l’élément de tube carré.

3. Structure de caisse de voiture selon la revendication
1, dans laquelle
la cloison est disposée à partir des deux coins de
côté supérieurs perpendiculaires (7a, 7a) dans le
sens de la largeur de la caisse de voiture en diago-
nale aux deux coins de côté inférieurs perpendicu-
laires (7b, 7b) dans le sens de la largeur de la caisse
de voiture.

4. Structure de caisse de voiture selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle
des fils et des tubes (11) passent à travers le côté
interne de l’élément de tube carré.

5. Structure de caisse de voiture selon la revendication
4, dans laquelle
une ouverture est formée au niveau d’une partie de
la longrine centrale (7) qui ne croise pas la traverse
de caisse (5) sur l’un quelconque des côtés de la
longrine centrale (7) à l’exclusion du côté faisant face
à la direction perpendiculaire supérieure.

6. Structure de caisse de voiture selon la revendication
5, dans laquelle
les fils et les tubes (11) sont répartis à l’intérieur de
l’élément de tube carré à travers ladite ouverture.

7. Structure de caisse de voiture selon la revendication
6, dans laquelle
la partie de la longrine centrale (7) qui ne croise pas
la traverse de caisse (5) est formée par traitement
de l’élément de tube carré.

8. Structure de caisse de voiture selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle
deux longrines centrales (7) sont disposées côte à
côte dans le sens de la largeur de la caisse de voi-
ture.

9. Structure de caisse de voiture selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle
une seule longrine centrale (7) est disposée au ni-
veau d’un centre dans le sens de la largeur de la
caisse de voiture.

10. Structure de caisse de voiture selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle
la traverse de caisse (5) est divisée par la longrine
centrale (7), et la traverse de caisse (5) est formée
pour s’étendre sur toute la longueur dans le sens de
la largeur de la caisse de voiture en reliant ensemble
les traverses de caisse (5) divisées et la longrine
centrale (7).

11. Structure de caisse de voiture selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle
le faux-châssis (2) est formé d’un élément de forme
extrudé creux constitué de deux plaques frontales
(2a, 2c) et d’une pluralité de nervures (2b) reliant les
plaques frontales, et
la partie de coin latéral de plancher (7a, 7a’) de l’élé-
ment de tube carré disposé perpendiculairement au-
dessous du faux-châssis (2) est positionnée à proxi-
mité d’un point d’intersection entre la plaque frontale
(2a) et les nervures (2c).

12. Structure de caisse de voiture selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle
des surfaces supérieures de la longrine centrale (7)
et de la traverse de caisse (5) sont disposées pour
être au niveau de la plaque frontale (2c) du faux-
châssis (2), et constituent une partie du faux-châssis
(2).

13. Structure de caisse de voiture selon la revendication
11, dans laquelle
une partie de coin dans le sens de la largeur de la
voiture de la longrine centrale (7) et une partie d’ex-
trémité de voiture longitudinale de la traverse de
caisse (5) sont soudées à la plaque frontale (2c) du
sous-châssis (2).

14. Structure de caisse de voiture selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle
des supports à ressorts pneumatiques (6) et des
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supports de dispositif anti-roulis (9) sont disposés
aux deux extrémités dans le sens de la largeur de
voiture de la traverse de caisse (5) .
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